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QUESTION 1

An internal development team has migrated away from Waterfall development to use Agile development. Overall, this
has been viewed as a successful initiative by the stakeholders as it has improved time-to- market. However, some staff
within the security team have contended that Agile development is not secure. Which of the following is the MOST
accurate statement? 

A. Agile and Waterfall approaches have the same effective level of security posture. They both need similar amounts of
security effort at the same phases of development. 

B. Agile development is fundamentally less secure than Waterfall due to the lack of formal up-front design and inability
to perform security reviews. 

C. Agile development is more secure than Waterfall as it is a more modern methodology which has the advantage of
having been able to incorporate security best practices of recent years. 

D. Agile development has different phases and timings compared to Waterfall. Security activities need to be adapted
and performed within relevant Agile phases. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

The security administrator is receiving numerous alerts from the internal IDS of a possible Conficker infection spreading
through the network via the Windows file sharing services. Given the size of the company which deploys over 20,000
workstations and 1,000 servers, the security engineer believes that the best course of action is to block the file sharing
service across the organization by placing ACLs on the internal routers. 

Which of the following should the security administrator do before applying the ACL? 

A. Quickly research best practices with respect to stopping Conficker infections and implement the solution. 

B. Consult with the rest of the security team and get approval on the solution by all the team members and the team
manager. 

C. Apply the ACL immediately since this is an emergency that could lead to a widespread data compromise. 

D. Call an emergency change management meeting to ensure the ACL will not impact core business functions. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

-- Exhibit ? 
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-- Exhibit -

Company management has indicated that instant messengers (IM) add to employee productivity. Management would
like to implement an IM solution, but does not have a budget for the project. The security engineer creates a feature
matrix 

to help decide the most secure product. Click on the Exhibit button. 

Which of the following would the security engineer MOST likely recommend based on the table? 

A. Product A 

B. Product B 

C. Product C 

D. Product D 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Ann, a systems engineer, is working to identify an unknown node on the corporate network. To begin her investigative
work, she runs the following nmap command string: 

user@hostname:~$ sudo nmap 192.168.1.54 

Based on the output, nmap is unable to identify the OS running on the node, but the following ports are open on the
device: 

TCP/22 TCP/111 

TCP/512-514 

TCP/2049 

TCP/32778 

Based on this information, which of the following operating systems is MOST likely running on the unknown node? 

A. Linux 
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B. Windows 

C. Solaris 

D. OSX 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

An insurance company is looking to purchase a smaller company in another country. Which of the following tasks would
the security administrator perform as part of the security due diligence? 

A. Review switch and router configurations 

B. Review the security policies and standards 

C. Perform a network penetration test 

D. Review the firewall rule set and IPS logs 

Correct Answer: B 
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